Abstract. There is an interesting duality between some of the concepts of ergodic theory and those of topological dynamics. This paper is a first attempt at developing a topological analogue to the measure-theoretic notion of a transformation having minimal self-joinings. The main problem is to understand the dynamics of the composition of a cartesian product of powers of a transformation having topological minimal self-joinings with a compact permutation of the coordinates. Most of the results are about the minimal subsets of such a composition. These developments raise two natural questions. What is the relationship between MSJ and POD? What is the topological analogue of MSJ? Del Junco [2] has partially answered the first question. This paper is devoted to the second question and proceeds from the premise that minimal sets should be analogous to ergodic measures. This produces an interesting theory, but the results thus far are not as good as one might desire.
) eXxX: <p( Xi ) = cp(x 2 )} is a closed invariant equivalence relation on X. Conversely, any closed invariant equivalence relation on X determines a factor (X/R, S) of (X, T). We will say a factor is proper if the corresponding closed invariant equivalence relation is not the diagonal A = {(x 1 ,x 2 )eXxX:x l = x 2 }. The proximal relation P for a flow (X, T) is the set of all points (x, y) e X x X such that there exists a sequence of integers {&,} for which lim T k 'x = lim T k <y.
We say JC and y are proximal when (*, y) € P and d/sta/ when (x, y) g P. Suppose (Y, S) is a factor of (X, T) determined by the closed invariant equivalence relation R on X. Then (X, T) is called a proximal extension if /? <= P and a dista/ extension if i ? n P = A. One other kind of extension will occur in this paper. Suppose G is a compact topological group acting continuously on X such that gT = Tg for all geG. Then R={(x u x 2 );x 2 = gx l for some geG} is a closed invariant equivalence relation on X. We will call (X, T) a group extension of (X/R, S). Note that any finite group of automorphisms determines a group extension.
Since we will be working primarily with cartesian products of powers of T: X -» X, it will be convenient to have some simple notation for handling them. Let D be a countable set (finite or infinite). Then each aeZ PROPOSITION Assume a(d)^0 for all deD and D is finite. Then (X, T") is weak mixing for n ;*0 [6, theorem 2.6], and by repeated applications of lemma 5.1 of [6] , (X D , a) is weak mixing. The infinite case follows easily from the finite case.
Suppose (X, T) is weak mixing and minimal. Then {X D , a) is weak mixing if and only if a(d)
• COROLLARY A flow (X, T) is called a proximal orbit dense (POD) flow if (X, T) is totally minimal and whenever x, y e X with x # y, then for some n # 0, x and T"y are proximal. Equivalently, (X, T) is a POD flow if it is totally minimal and when x^y, Cl {T"x, T"y): neZ}=> T(0, k) for some k ^ 0. It follows that when (X, T) is a POD flow the minimal subsets of (X x X, TxT) are precisely the sets T(a),ae Z 2 ; this concept is due to Furstenberg. Keynes and Shapiro [5] who showed that POD flows are prime, i.e. if (Y, S) is a factor of a POD flow (X, T), then (Y, T) is either isomorphic to (X, T) or is the trivial minimal flow on a single point. They also showed that if (X, T) is a POD flow, then either (X, T) is isomorphic to (X, T' 1 Proof. First let M be a minimal subset of (X 2 , ml). We can assume m > 1. Set
Let (X, T) be a weak mixing minimal flow. Then for D countable (X D , a) is point transitive if and only if a(d)
Then M' is a closed invariant set under 1 and contains some minimal set T(a). Because (X, T) is totally minimal, Y{a) is also a minimal subset of (X 2 , ml). Thus r(a) = (il)M for some i, 0 s i < m -l from which it follows that M = T(a). Now let M be a minimal subset of (X D , ml defines an automorphism of (X D , I). The general problem is to understand the dynamics of (X D , U) when (X, T) has TMSJ. We will need to assume that IT is compact, that is, for all de D the cardinality l(d) of the set {w k (d): keZ} is finite. Even without any infinite cycles IT can still have infinite order in the group of all permutations on D, namely when /(£>) is not a finite subset of Z. This determines two distinct cases. In this section we will always assume n has finite order. 
If (X, T) has TMSJ {PTMSJ} and a n (d)*0 {a v (d)>0}
for all deD, then every minimal set of (X D , a^) is canonically isomorphic to (X A , A) when A is the canonical injection determined by a w . Thus the minimal sets of (X D , U(v, a)) are all constructed in some way from the same underlying minimal set. There is a natural general construction which we will use to analyze this situation.
For any flow (X, T) there is a standard way to construct an extension of the cyclic flow on p points using (X, T). Let X p = X x { 0 , 1 , . . . , p-1} and define T p by
If (X, T) is totally minimal, then (Xp, T p ) is minimal for all positive integers p.
For a specific flow (X, T), let x(p,Q,P) denote the flow obtained by applying the above construction to {X D ,q^). i.e.
In this notation p and q will always be positive integers, and /3 will always be an element of Z D for some countable D. In other words, for a given flow (X, T), xip,q,P) describes a family of flows constructed from (X, T) and parameterized by p, q, and /J. The purpose of the seemingly superfluous q is to remove common factors from the coordinates of p. In this notation (X, T) = x ( l , l , l ) , ( X , a ) = * ( l , l , a ) , 
The version of a n (d) = a 7r (d'), d,d'€Dj, given above says the average use of T over a TT orbit is constant on D t . In the light of equations (1) and (2) 
T(p)) = r(p) if and only if (k, I) divides m.
Before proving this proposition we show how it can be used to complete the proof of theorem 3.4. As before, let k = p/cr where a is a common divisor of p and S. So, given d e D, there exists r e Z such that because S divides every a^id). Since the above equation can be written 
Suppose m is the smallest positive integer such that
Since every prime power that divides k also divides some l(d), k = m and the proof of theorem 3.4 is complete.
• Proof of proposition 3.5. Set
i ().
In this context solving U k {Y{^)) = F(/3) for fi is equivalent to showing that n(k) e Z and that the linear system
is an obvious necessary condition for the existence of a solution. To see that it is also sufficient first notice that the value of /3 at ; will determine /3 at every point of the Tr^-orbit of / This determination of p will be consistent if and only if / sums to 0 over every 7r fc -orbit. It is easy to check that for any positive integer k, f sums to zero over every n k orbit. When / divides k £'=i a(i), f is integral valued. To determine /3 we arbitrarily pick an integral value for fi at one point of each n k orbit.
For the second part we can assume without loss of generality that k = (k,l). Suppose fe'| k, k' ^ k. Because each ir k orbit is a union of at least two different Tr* orbits, we can specify one integer value for each ir k orbit so that the resulting /3 is not a solution of j8 for k'. Clearly, this can be done simultaneously for all such k'. • Let (y, S) be a factor oi x(p,q,a) and let R be the corresponding invariant closed equivalence relation on x(p,q,a). We will assume that R does not equal the diagonal. Since, using proposition 2.4, it is easy to show that every endomorphism of x(p> <7) Note that £j c £ 2 implies R(EJ => i?(E 2 ) and that £ 1 ; E 2 e % implies E x n E 2 e Set • 590 TV. G. Markley PROPOSITION 
Since Cl (U {R(E): £ €^} ) c #, it suffices to show that R(F)aCl(U{R(E):Ee%}).

Let ((x, i), (y, i)eR(F) and let
IfR 0 equals the diagonal, thenx(p,q, a) is a finite group extension of (Y, S) and there exists a common divisor a ofp and q such that (Y, S) is isomorphic tox(p/<r,q/(T,a).
Proof. Let i be the smallest positive integer for which ((x, 0), (y, i)) e R for some x and y in X D . Because (X D , qa) is minimal, for every x there exists y such that ((x,0),(y,i) 
. // cr is a common divisor of p and q, then x(p, q, «) is a finite group extension of x(p/o; q/a, a).
COROLLARY 4.7. The relation R o equals the diagonal if and only if x(p, q, «) is a finite group extension of (Y, S).
Proof. Let 6 be an automorphism of #(p, q, a) of finite order and suppose that 6(x, 0) = (y, 0). It follows that 6{x, j) = (yx, j) for some yeZ D and then y = 0.
• Actually slightly more is true about the automorphisms of x(P, < 7 > «)• Every automorphism is of the form 6 constructed in the proof of proposition 4.5. The torsion subgroup of the group of automorphisms is the finite cyclic group of order S = (p,q) generated by the 6 constructed with i = p/8 and y = -(q/8)a. THEOREM 
// (Y, S) is a factor of a minimal flow x(p, q, a) constructed from a flow having TMSJ {PTMSJ}, then exactly one of the following holds: (I) x(P>q> a ) i s a Cartesian extension of (Y, 5); (II) x(p> q, «) is a'finite group extension of (Y, S); (III) x(p> q> «) is a proper proximal extension of a distal extension of (Y, S).
Topological minimal self-joinings
(The distal extension need not be proper.) (IV) there exists a subset E of D such that xip, q,a\E) is a proper extension of (Y,S) satisfying (II) or (III).
Proof. Observe that the following conditions on R are mutually exclusive: Finally, assume (IV). Obviously, there exists E^D such that R(E)<^R and R(E) r* R. Also the induced invariant closed equivalence relation R on x(p> <7> «IE) satisfies (ii) or (iii). If R=R(F) for some FcD, then it follows that F<=£ and R =R(F) where F is viewed as a subset of E. This contradicts the fact that R satisfies exactly one of the conditions (i) to (iv). Hence, R satisfies (iv) and the proof is finished.
• COROLLARY Proof. Since (1) implies (2) is well known, we begin with (2) It follows that (X, 7") = *(1, r, 1) = xiPi/Pi, qMdd/Pi, 1), j = 1, 2, and is a common non-trivial factor because xip* q» «< I{d,}) is a Cartesian factor of x(Pb q» «.), ' = 1, 2.
// (X, T) is a POD flow and (Y, S) is a factor of the minimal flow x(p, q, a), then exactly one of the following holds: (a) x(P> q, «) is a Cartesian extension of (Y, S);
To complete the proof we show that (3) One of the striking theorems in Rudolph's paper [9, theorem 3.1] says that if U{ir, a) and U(TT', a') are ergodic, measure theoretically isomorphic, and the underlying transformation has MSJ, then the isomorphism is the composition of a P e Z D followed by a rearranging of the coordinates. The author does not know whether or not such a result holds for TMSJ. In fact, it is unknown whether or not (X 2 ,1) and (X 3 , T) can be isomorphic when (X, T) is a POD flow.
We conclude this section with some necessary conditions for U(v, a) to be isomorphic to U(TT', a') in the TMSJ setting. Given TT (IT, a) ), then p divides p and Ave (n', a') <= Ave (IT, a) .
) is a factor of x(p, 1, A), where as usual A and A' denote the canonical injections determined by a n and <*'"•. Clearly, p' divides p, and by theorem 4.8, x(p\ 1> A ') Mis into one of four categories. It is easy to verify the following:
Ave (TT', a') = Ave (w, a). These facts combined with the next proposition complete the proof.
• 
is the factor of (X D ,qa) determined by R o . Using the idea of the proof of proposition 4.1, we can show that, without loss of generality, D' <= £) and Of course, the inverse limit of an increasing inverse limit system is a minimal flow.
Next we want to construct a set A such that the A k 's in x(Pk, 1, A k ) are naturally defined on a sequence of subsets A fc satisfying oo Afc c Afc +1 and A = U A*.
k=0
For d e Dfc, set n. Kd) and note that a) ) is a factor of the inverse limit of the increasing inverse system (x(pk, 1. A fc ), <p k ) for (X, T). Moreover, the inverse limit of this system does occur as a minimal subset of (X D , U (ir, a) ). Proof. The first statement follows from an easy diagram chase. The proof of theorem 3.4 shows how to construct A4, cycle-by-cycle using proposition 3.5. We apply proposition 3.5 to each cycle in D, with k = (p ; , /) = / the length of the cycle. This produces a minimal subset M, isomorphic to x(Pp 1» A>).
Observe that if r is a positive integer, then every solution of the system (L k ) is a solution of (L rk where i = r + Sp t and 0 < r < p ; . It is easy to check that 6 k is an isomorphism and it is easy to use theorem 4.10 to prove the following: Proof. Assume a>{a,f) and w(a',f') are isomorphic. Using [6, corollary 2.7] it is straightforward to show that the proximal relation of w(a,/) is dense in {((x, z), (y, z)): x, yeX D } for each zeA a . It follows that the maximal equicontinuous factor of (o(a,f) is (A a , 1) and the topological groups A a and A a ' are isomorphic (see [4, Chapter 4] ).
For convenience we will assume throughout the proof that q^ = 1 -q'k for all fc. Fix d'eD'. Then d'eD' k for some k and xip'k, l,P'k IK}) is a factor of w(a,f), and p' k divides p t for some i. Without loss of generality we can assume p' k \p 0 . Then (X, p' k (d')) = x(l, l,P' k (d')) is a factor of (X D x A a , F p '«). The latter is not minimal, but its minimal subsets are all isomorphic to the inverse limit of x(Pj/p'k,l, Pj) which is some a>(b,g). We can now apply proposition 5.5 to conclude that there exists i and deD { satisfying p' k {d') = Pi{d)/{pjp k ) or Therefore, I(a'', /') c I(a, f) and by the symmetry of the argument we have equality.
For the converse, we index the common /( , ) set, say {r u ..., r n ,..} and construct a third inverse system whose limit is isomorphic to both (o{a,f) and (o(a',f) . Let E k = {l,2,..., k}. Starting with r t we can find i(l) and /(I) such that PUD divides p' j(1) and 0,<i) (d, (1) )//>,(,) = r x = /8; (1) (d' Hl) )/p' m for some d, (1) Then xip'm), 1, 72) is a factor of both Af(ft<2)» l,/8, (2) ) and A-(P>(2), l./3; (2) ). In addition, there is an increasing homomorphism This alternating construction can be repeated infinitely often to produce an increasing inverse system. Obviously, the inverse limit w(b, g) is a factor of both <o(a,f) and (o(a',f) . To complete the proof, one checks that these maps separate points.
• To conclude we apply the previous results to our study of the dynamics of weak mixing flows of the form (X D , U (ir, a) ). 
